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Our last winter traction test (“What Price Traction?” May
1999) compared the relative merits of four-wheel drive
on all-season tires with two-wheel drive on winter tires.

The winter-tire solution won the day, except in hill climbing
and acceleration. This time out, we aimed to compare and
contrast the different all-wheel traction systems on our four
wagons.

To isolate the effects of the different stock tires fitted
to each, we ordered four sets of identical Dunlop Winter
Sport M2 tires, mounted and balanced on Moda R1 alloy
wheels from The Tire Rack for $1076 ($592 buys a set on
steel wheels with hubcaps) plus shipping. The Dunlops are
H-speed rated (130 mph), and they offer better dry han-
dling than Bridgestone’s Q-rated (99 mph) Blizzaks, which
makes them ideal for sport wagons.

Our Delphi Automotive hosts organized a terrific circuit
(on what used to be the parking lot for eight B-52 bombers)
designed to provide subjective and objective evaluations of the cars (see course map
below). We drove on the stock tires in the morning, then groomed the course and
swapped to the snows for the afternoon. Here’s what we found.

Tires: The starkest conclusion that leaps off the page is that summer perform-
ance tires don’t handle well in snow (duh!), especially when spun by the Audi’s turbo
engine, which spooled right past the Dunlops’ low-grip threshold. We could barely

tiptoe the A4 around the snow rally
course on its stock rubber, but on snow
shoes it became light and nimble again,
and its time dropped a whopping 43.5
seconds. Our second lesson was that
mud-and-snow tire traction varies
widely. To earn the M+S sidewall
rating, the tread pattern simply has
to have at least a 25-percent open
area. Winter tires must meet certain
traction performance standards to
earn the mountain-and-snowflake

emblem. Subaru’s Firestones offered the best grip in the snow and on the ice-
traction launch and ice hill-climb, followed closely by the VW’s Michelins. BMW’s
ContiTouringContact tires are more oriented for dry pavement, as evidenced by the
Bimmer’s 15.9-second drop in rally course time with the switch to snows.

All-wheel-drive systems: Audi and Subaru originally developed their sys-
tems on the world rally scene, with three limited-slip differentials to put the torque
where it can best be used without squandering any valuable power by braking
individual wheels. This concept, though using only one Torsen diff in the center on
the A4 and Passat, still works best in the snow. With no meddlesome stability-
control intervention, these cars simply keep moving with nice, neutral handling.
As a result, the VW turned the most consistent lap times among the four drivers
on both sets of tires, but it did require more steering correction in our ice-trac-
tion launch as the various corners scrabbled for grip. BMW’s fixed 62-percent rear

torque bias (coupled with a slight rear weight bias) ensures
legendary BMW rear-drive dynamics on pavement, but on
snow it’s quick to kick out its tail. This provokes the DSC-X
to turn valuable engine power into braking heat rather than
forward motion. BMW’s planetary center diff keeps the axles
from binding in tight turns on dry roads, however, as the
A4’s axles occasionally did.

Stability-control systems: Given the active front-to-
rear torque-distribution strategy employed by Subaru, one
would expect the Outback’s VDC system to work less to
maintain control than the 325xi’s DSC-X system, but that’s
not how it feels. VDC always seemed to step in with big
stabs at the brakes and fuel shutoff, whereas DSC-X man-
aged to feather the brakes on and off without slowing the
car as much. With DSC-X partly disabled, the BMW allows
a comfortable degree of lift-throttle oversteer that helps point
the car and shave 30 seconds off the time achieved with it

fully on. The only way to keep VDC from parking the Subaru in every turn was to drive
in such a way as to avoid provoking it. Gentle control inputs, no excessive steering or
throttle—it kept us on our best behavior. As a result, the Subie was the only car that
never needed to be towed from a snowbank. 

Our conclusions: For ultimate safety,
the Subaru wins. For enthusiastic winter-
driving fun, we’ll take an Audi Quattro with a
manual transmission, riding on snow tires,
perhaps with a switchable ESP stability-con-
trol system to keep us out of trouble between
rally stages.                               

1.8-mile snow rally course

OE tires winter tires difference,
avg avg OE-winter,

min:sec mph min:sec mph seconds

AUDI 
A4 1.8T AVANT 4:28.7 24.1 3:45.2 28.8 43.5
QUATTRO

BMW
325xi SPORT 4:05.7 26.4 3:49.8 28.2 15.9
WAGON

SUBARU 
OUTBACK 4:19.3 25.0 4:07.3 26.2 12.0
H6-3.0 VDC

VOLKSWAGEN 
PASSAT GLX 4:00.6 26.9 3:50.2 28.1 10.5
V-6 4MOTION

TEST AVERAGE 4:13.6 25.6 3:53.1 27.8 20.5

Note: Green numbers indicate quickest and red numbers indicate slowest 
in each test. BMW times were measured with DSC-X partly disabled.
OE tires are original-equipment tires as listed in the Vital Statistics chart.
Winter tires are Dunlop Winter Sport M2 205/55HR-16s on all cars.
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Winter
Rules

We drive sideways to 
learn which blend 

of tires, all-wheel-drive 
architecture, and 

electronic intervention
works best.
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1 Ice Surface 
Packed-Snow Surface

Course Length: Four Miles

Delphi’s Sawyer 
Test Facility
1. Traction launch on 300-foot ice strip.
2. Split-mu ABS braking (left wheels on ice).
3. Cornering on ice checkerboard.
4. Standing start for 1.8-mile snow rally course.
5. End snow rally course, begin ice circle.
6. Ice slalom course.
7. Ice hill-climb (12-percent grade).
8. Glare-ice emergency-lane-change maneuver.
9. Snow-field giant slalom course.

Dunlop Winter Sport M2


